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See India
Through
Our Eyes

Chairman’s Message
Dear Reader,
Greetings and welcome to the latest edition of The Rising Star!
What an exciting and challenging three years it has been for Star Air.
Starting out with a vision to connect the ordinary man across the skies, we
are proud to report that Star Air is on the verge of crossing the milestone
of ferrying 5 lac passengers. With hard work and dedication, today, we are
one of India’s fastest-growing regional airlines.
With the goal of ‘Connecting Real India’, today, we fly to 18 destinations.
From the country’s enthralling northern cities to the west coast of India,
we strive to jump-start your journey with ultimate comfort and care.
Experience the culture like never before and indulge yourself with the
city’s traditions and craftsmanship. Our take-off to these marvellous
destinations has not only gained a phenomenal response, but has
also strengthened tourism, boosted economic growth, and allowed
seamless connectivity.
Focused on ensuring hassle-free, affordable, and on-time services, Star
Air has made significant strides in Indian aviation in a limited time. We will
continue to offer new routes as per the travel demand in various sectors
and encourage passengers to fly blissfully as we serve them with utmost
care and comfort.
We are proud to have successfully conducted India’s first indigenous
Level-3 Training on Embraer 135/145 (including Legacy 600/650) fitted
with Rolls Royce AE 3007 series engines where a total of 26 engineering
candidates participated in this 52-days exercise consisting of intense
theoretical elements conducted at Star Air Training Centre, Bengaluru and
practical elements conducted at Star Air Base Maintenance Facility at HAL
Airport, Bengaluru.
As we delve further into the aviation space, we are grateful to all our
stakeholders and well-wishers for their support throughout our journey.
Despite the pandemic and unforeseen circumstances, we have managed to
penetrate deeper and increase the value of our brand throughout the country.
I would also like to extend our gratitude to our dutiful employees. Thank
you for being our strength during the tough times. As you lead Star Air to
greater horizons, we thank you for your service.
I also thank our loyal passengers for reposing trust and allowing us to
serve them with utmost comfort and care. We promise to provide more
destinations, ensure the most convenient and time-efficient services, and
many more years of exciting experiences with Star Air.
With our unique services and facilities tailored to our passengers’ personal
travel requirements, we aspire to be an airline that truly cares. With great
fervour and commitment, Star Air is ready to inspire, grow, and explore by
Connecting Real India.

SANJAY D. GHODAWAT
Chairman
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Spenta Multimedia Pvt. Ltd.
10th floor, Sun Paradise Business
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Content, design, and printing done
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THE RISING STAR, the monthly magazine of STAR AIR,
is printed and published by Star Air; Editor-in-Chief
Mr. Vishal Jolapara. Printed at Spenta Multimedia Pvt.
Ltd., Plot 15, 16 & 21/1, Village Chikhloli, Morivali, MIDC,
Ambernath (West), Dist. Thane.
Articles published in THE RISING STAR represent the
authors’ views and STAR AIR or SPENTA MULTIMEDIA
accept no liability for loss or damage. Material in this
publication may not be reproduced, whether in part or
in whole, without the consent of SPENTA MULTIMEDIA
or STAR AIR.

Entertainment

Watch List

Catch the very best of the upcoming movies and
series slated to release this month.

BABLI BOUNCER

BRAHMASTRA – PART ONE: SHIVA

RAM SETU

Synopsis: The one-of-a-kind story follows
the life of Babli—a female bouncer. The film
explores various aspects of the profession,
which is typically dominated by men.
Language: Hindi
Genre: Drama
Release date: September 23, 2022
Streaming on: Disney+ Hotstar

Synopsis: Shiva discovers that he possesses
mythical powers that he doesn’t fully
comprehend. He journeys through the world
of Astras and discovers his destiny as a
protector of the universe.
Language: Hindi
Genre: Action, Fantasy, Drama
Release date: September 09, 2022
Playing in: Cinemas

Synopsis: An archaeologist
must race against time to
prove the true existence
of the legendary Ram Setu
before the pillar of India’s
heritage is destroyed by
nefarious forces.
Language: Hindi
Genre: Historic, Adventure
Release date: October 24, 2022
Playing in: Cinemas

THE LORD OF THE RINGS:
THE RINGS OF POWER
MR. & MRS. MAHI

PONNIYIN SELVAN: I

Synopsis: Based on the life of Indian
cricketer M.S. Dhoni, Mr. and Mrs. Mahi is
touted to be a heart-warming tale about
cricketing aspirations.
Language: Hindi
Genre: Drama
Release date: October 07, 2022
Streaming on: Cinemas

Synopsis: Scheming spies, cunning
military leaders, and malevolent
schemers all vie for control of the Chola
Empire and a civil war is imminent until
scores can be settled.
Language: Tamil
Genre: Epic, Period, Drama
Release date: September 30, 2022
Playing in: Cinemas
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Synopsis: The series delves
into Sauron’s rise to power as
well as the creation of the Rings
of Power, which were gifted to
humans, elves and dwarves
and secretly controlled with the
master ring.
Language: English
Genre: Historical, Drama
Release date: September 02, 2022
Playing in: Amazon Prime Video

A GROUP OF MANQUE GLOBAL

EXPERIENCE THE QUALITY OF
AIRPORT GROUND SUPPORT
We are a strong, diverse team of professionals with a shared
purpose of creating an easy way to make dreams come true
for aviators, hoteliers, and the traveling public in general with
a promise to design the best hospitality solution for serving
the airport and hospitality industry by providing professional
and high-quality service.
SAMI KHAN (CEO)

OUR BR ANDS

OUR SERVICES

MEET & ASSIST
PA S S E N G E R A S S I S TA N C E
LEF T LUG GAGE
L U G G A G E R E TA I L
LOUNGES

T ROLLEY MANAGEMENT
C O M M E R C I A L T R A N P O R TAT I O N
AV I AT I O N A C A D E MY
FEELING PERFUME
FOOD CHECKIN

080-29523003 / info@mgas.in / info@manqueglobal.com

COURSES

THE PERFECT
OPPORTUNITY TO
KICK START YOUR
AIRLINE CAREER

Diploma In

Cabin Crew
Diploma In

Airport Management
Diploma In

Airport Customer Services
Diploma In

Airport Ground Operations

G E T T R A I N E D BY P R O F F E S S I O N A L S F O R H I G H PAY I N G C A R E E R

9620001 901

9108481901

enquiry@v erv v ea ca demy. com

520/432, Pyramid North Square, 4th ﬂoor, New Airport road, Nehru Nagar, Yelahanka, Bangalore, Karnataka- 560064
Landmark: - Royal Enﬁeld showroom,pyramid north square, Yelahanka
vervveacademy.com

Cover Story

Celebrating
a year of connecting
Star Air recently
completed a year of
operations between
Jamnagar and Bengaluru
and Jamnagar and
Hyderabad, thereby
continuing on its promise
of ‘Connecting Real
India’.

JAMNAGAR

O

n August 26, 2021, Star Air
launched its inaugural flight
operations to Hyderabad and
Jamnagar from Bengaluru.
This also marked Star Air’s first
Metro to Metro connection linking
Bengaluru and Hyderabad with a direct
flight. The twin rotations on these
sectors being: Bengaluru - Jamnagar Hyderabad - Bengaluru and Bengaluru
- Hyderabad - Jamnagar - Bengaluru.
The inaugural flight was flagged
off by Mr. Jyotiraditya Scindia, the
Hon’ble Minister of Civil Aviation; Gen.
V. K. Singh, Minister of State for Civil
Aviation; Mrs. Usha Padhee, Joint
Secretary, Ministry of Civil Aviation,
and Capt. Simran Singh Tiwana, CEO,
Star Air.

Living up to its commitment of
connecting numerous Tier-II and
Tier-III cities, Star Air became the first
airline in India to operate non-stop
flights between Jamnagar, Hyderabad,
and Bengaluru. This service has, since,

FROM
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helped thousands to travel safely and
conveniently by making their journey
faster and easier.
Marking a year of flight operations
on this route, it has turned out to be
one of our most popular flights which
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DAYS

Bengaluru

Hyderabad

0705

0805

Tue, Thu, Sat

Bengaluru

Jamnagar

1435

1655

Tue, Thu, Sat

Hyderabad

Jamnagar

0835

1050

Tue, Thu, Sat

Hyderabad

Bengaluru

2015

2125

Tue, Thu, Sat

Jamnagar

Bengaluru

1120

1340

Tue, Thu, Sat

Jamnagar

Hyderabad

1720

1940

Tue, Thu, Sat
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routinely garners a high load factor on
a regular basis.
Four lucky passengers (two on
each leg) also won free tickets in
an inflight lucky draw held on the
inaugural flights.

For more information, please visit
https://www.starair.in You can also
connect with us on: @OfficialStarAir
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Cover Story

Jubilant
JAMNAGAR

TREAT FOR YOUR EYES
Swaminarayan Temple here boasts magnificent architecture in
brown marble, sprawling lawns, and a peaceful atmosphere.
Lakhota Lake has a tranquil environment which attracts many bird
species. Located right in the city centre, this lake is a go-to place for
locals and tourists, for recreation. Lakhota Fort, which is built in the
lake itself, has magnificent architecture and houses many semi-circular
bastions, cannons, turrets, guardrooms with swords, musket loops,
powder flasks, etc.
Pirotan Island is famous for its marine life, reefs, and the birds that
inhabit it. It is a part of Marina National Park, and is thronged by tourists
even with the strict guidelines one has to adhere to access it.

Jamnagar is replete with intriguing history, beautiful geography, and a vibrant
culture. Star Air recently completed one year of operations connecting this
city to other parts of the country.

TANTALISE YOUR TASTE BUDS

KNOW YOUR CITY

A LESSON IN HISTORY
Jamnagar, historically known as
Nawanagar, was founded in 1540
A.D. as the capital of the Princely
State of Nawanagar. As per ancient
history, Lord Krishna established
his kingdom at Dwarka town in
Jamnagar district, after migrating
from Mathura, and accordingly, the
Jams of Nawanagar
trace their ancestry to the
Yadava race.

10
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A major city in the west-Indian
state of Gujarat, Jamnagar is
a notable industrial hub owing
to the presence of important
refineries, power plants, and
other production facilities.

From fine dines to roadside eateries and stalls, Jamnagar has all types
of food joints, which serve everything from authentic Gujarati cuisine
to flavours from other parts of India, and the world. Some of the
must-try snacks are khandvi, bhajiya, dhokla,pakwan, ghugra, gathia,
dabeli, katka, ras patra, etc. Sweets such as gulab jamun, peda, barfi,
shrikhand, anjeer pak, and rasmalai are also not to be missed.

Star Air has regular flights to Jamnagar from Hyderabad and Bengaluru.
Log on to https://www.starair.in/ to book a flight to Bhuj.
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Astro Guide

What the Stars Reveal
Find out what the stars reveal for the coming months.

12

Aries

Taurus

Gemini

(March 21 – April 19)

(April 20 – May 20)

(May 21 – June 20)

Your career will be on track,
and your health will be
excellent. Apart from the
occasional squabble with
your partner over a financial
situation, you will have a
wonderful relationship with
your family.

Trust your instincts and
follow them. You get the
green light for most of your
work projects. Set aside
tensions and learn to relax.
Except for a few minor
adjustments, everything
will go swimmingly well.

Destiny appears to be
smiling
at
you,
and
opportunities
flock
to
your doorstep. Seize every
opportunity. You have all it
takes to make your married
and family life joyful and
happy.

Cancer

Leo

Virgo

(June 21 – July 22)

(July 23 – August 22)

(August 23 – September 22)

You will travel extensively
with your loved ones.
You will have numerous
opportunities to meet new
people and work on new
projects. Enjoy this exciting
time in your life without
feeling guilty.

You will need to work on
restoring your health. Eat
nutritious foods, exercise
regularly and drink lots
of water. Difficulties may
arise for married couples.
Ease tensions by being
available to your partner.

You may feel bored,
overworked, and sluggish,
but you find the energy and
motivation to complete
tasks in an elegant and
fine manner. You will have
a great relationship with
your co-workers.

Libra

Scorpio

Sagittarius

(September 23 – October 22)

(October 23 – November 21)

(November 22 – December 21)

A career change seems
likely. Choose one that will
lead to financial security
and stability. Weigh the pros
and cons, and if you still
can’t decide, seek advice
from those you trust.

You will face some challenges
at work but will eventually find
your footing. The stars are
aligned in your favour, so take
advantage of your dazzling
form to complete projects
that are important to you.

You will remain diligent
and work hard to achieve
success. You do not quit
or limit yourself in the face
of challenges. Dare to do
something different; it will
benefit you.

Capricorn

Aquarius

Pisces

(December 22 – January 19)

(January 20 – February 18)

(February 19 – March 20)

Married life will be great
because of the understanding
you and your spouse have. You
will advance in your career not
only because of your efforts
but also as a result of the
support of your loved ones.

Business prospects will turn
out to be profitable. You
will enjoy good health. Married
couples will have no cause to
complain as issues gradually
work themselves out to the
benefit of both parties.

Your family life will offer you
beautiful joys. Your love
life will thrive due to good
understanding with your
partners. Let go of some old
habits to allow new doors of
opportunity to open.
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Witness the brilliance of diamonds
at Surat's finest Jewellery store.

201, Nalanda Residency, Vesu, Surat, Gujarat - 395007 | +91 90997 18232
Shailjas Diamond Jewellery
@shaljas_diamondjewellery | @withinonelac

Star Pride

Celebrating our Star Performers
G. RAJU
Executive - Customer Relationship Management
•

•

•

•

G. Raju has been with Star Air as a Jr. Executive in the
in-house Contact Centre team from the very start of our
operations.
During his tenure in the above role, he excelled by
achieving the highest revenue for six consecutive months.
Based on his performance, he got through to the Customer
Relationship Management (CRM) team via an internal job
posting.
Being well-versed with the DGCA CAR (Civil Aviation
Requirements) and a multi-tasker, he specialises in
handling Charter cum Group Bookings as well as refunds.
He has handled the bulk of COVID-related refund requests
at Star Air.
Raju’s superiors describe him as a gentle, pleasing, fun
teammate and a creative salesman.

A. DEVI
Senior Customer Service Executive, BLR
Airport

•

•
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A. Devi has been employed with Star
Air for three years and she has been
doing an incredible job. She is humble,
soft-spoken, and compassionate
towards passengers and people, in
general. Her positive attitude and sweet
nature is liked by passengers and colleagues
alike, and she has received several appreciations
and accolades for her work.
She is proactive in solving customer queries. She has taken the lead in
handling IROP situations and she continues to fulfil her duties with a high
level of diligence.
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Treats with a Twist

Freshly Brewed

Spiced Coffee Kulfi
You will need:
• ½ litre milk
• ½ cup cream
• ½ cup condensed milk
• 1 tsp coffee powder
• 2 cardamom pods
• 1 cinnamon stick
• 3 star anise
• Chopped almonds and pistachios

Kick-start your day with a freshly brewed cup of coffee, this time with a twist!
This International Coffee Day (October 01), let’s spice things up and put a fun twist on the regular cup of coffee. Trust these recipes
to help you start and end your day on the right note!

Text by NIMMI MATHAI

Spicy Masala Coffee

Method:
• In a pan, boil milk until it thickens.
• Add the condensed milk, cream, coffee powder and let it simmer
for 2 minutes.
• Then, add the cinnamon, cardamom, star anise and chopped nuts.
• Stir it for 5 minutes. After 5 minutes the flavours of the spices
should have completely dissolved in the milk. Hence you can take
the whole spices out from the milk.
• Take this off the stove and let it cool down for an hour.
• After an hour pour the mix into kulfi moulds or regular bowls.
• Cover your bowl and refrigerate it for 5 – 6 hours or overnight.
• Your spiced coffee kulfi is ready to be devoured.

Iced Coffee Lemonade
You will need:
• Espresso shot
• 180 ml milk
• 15 ml chocolate sauce
• A pinch of cinnamon powder
• A pinch of cardamom powder
• A pinch of nutmeg powder
Method:
• Boil and froth the milk. Fill
your cup with the espresso
shot.
• Add the chocolate sauce
and spice powders to the
espresso. Pour the hot milk
into the mix.
• Enjoy your hot and spicy
masala coffee.

Nutella Coffee

You will need:
• 1 cup sugar
• ¼ cup water
• Honey
• 1 teaspoon sea salt
• 1 teaspoon vanilla extract
• Cream (as per preference)
• 1 teaspoon butter
• 1 cup of coffee

Mint Coffee
You will need:
• 1 cup freshly brewed black
coffee
• 8 mint sprigs
• 2 teaspoons of sugar
• 60 ml milk (boiled)
• Ice cubes or crushed ice
Method:
• Muddle the mint sprigs with
the sugar in a shaker. Add the
coffee, milk and ice to it.
• Shake lightly for all the
ingredients to combine well.
Garnish the drink with fresh
mint and serve.

16
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Salted Caramel Coffee

You will need:
• 15 ml freshly squeezed lemon juice
• 30 ml jaggery (reduced)
• 1 cup coffee (cold brew concentrate)
• Ice cubes
• 80 ml water
• 3 lemon slices
Method:
• Boil the water and jaggery until the
jaggery is completely dissolved.
• In a glass, fill ice cubes (as per
preference), and add the reduced
jaggery to it. Then squeeze in the
lemon juice. Ensure this drink has a
vibrant hue of yellow colour.
• Pour the water into the glass and stir
to combine all the ingredients. Then
add the lemon slices.
• Lastly, pour the cup of coffee (cold
brew concentrate) into the glass.
Drink it chilled to feel refreshed.

You will need:
• 3 tbsp coffee powder
• ½ cup water
• 1 cup milk
• 1 tbsp sugar
• ¼ cup Nutella
• Whipped cream
• Chocolate sauce and chocolate chips
Method:
• To make a brew, mix the coffee
powder and water. Stir in milk, sugar
and Nutella.
• Stir over medium-low heat until the
Nutella melts and blends with the
other ingredients.
• Pour it into a cup and top it with
whipped cream, chocolate sauce and
chocolate chips.

Method:
• In a pan, combine the sugar and
water. Stir over medium-high
heat until the sugar dissolves.
• Once the sugar has dissolved,
turn the heat down to mediumlow. Do not stir. Let it remain
until it turns into a deep amber
brown colour. Once it turns
into a deep amber colour
immediately remove it from the
heat or it may burn.
• Reduce the heat to low and whisk
in the cream until it turns smooth.
Then whisk in the butter, sea salt
and vanilla extract. Take it off the
stove and allow it to cool.
• In the bottom of a mug, place
about 2 tablespoons of the
salted caramel. The rest can be
preserved and reused. Add the
coffee to the mug and stir until
the caramel dissolves.

• In a serving glass pour the coffee and
caramel. Add a pinch of sea salt and a
splash of cream. Drizzle with honey for
a lip-smackingly delish drink! Tastes
best chilled.

The Rising Star September-October 2022
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In The Spotlight

On A Learning Path
Star Air successfully concludes India’s first indigenous Level-3 Training on Embraer
135/145 (including Legacy 600/650).

I

ndia’s first indigenous Level-3
Training on Embraer 135/145
(including Legacy 600/650) fitted
with Rolls Royce AE 3007 series engines
was successfully concluded on July 27,
2022 at Star Air Training Facility.
A total of 26 engineering candidates,
13 from Star Air, 11 from other MROs, and 2
DGCA officials participated in this training
which was conducted from June 6, 2022
to July 27, 2022 spanning 52 days.
The training consisted of 28 days of
intense theoretical elements conducted at
Star Air Training Centre, Bengaluru and 12
days of practical elements conducted at

18

Star Air Base Maintenance Facility at HAL
Airport, Bengaluru.
This training will richly aid candidates
in improving their competence and
expertise in the maintenance which will
in turn help boost the qualified skilled
manpower on Embraer aircraft in India.

The training team was:
•
•
•
•

Mr. Sadashivan K. T. - Examination
Manager
Mr. N. S. Chakravarthy - Instructor,
Assessor and Training Manager
Mr. Suneel Ekheliker - Quality Manager
Mr. Pravinkumar Moolya - Instructor

September-October 2022 The Rising Star

and Assessor
Mr. Sanjeev Tiwari - Practical
Instructor and Assessor
Star Air wishes to thank officials of
MoCA and DGCA for their support and
guidance.
Skill development, a small but
significant step in contributing towards
fulfilling India’s vision of self-reliance Atmanirbhar Bharat.

•

For more information, please visit www.
starair.in You can also connect with us on
Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram.

Richmond Cirlce, Bangalore - 560 025. Ph: +91 80 41145500.
prathibhajewelleryhouse
info@prathibhajewelleryhouse.com
www.prathibhajewelleryhouse.com

In The Spotlight

New addition to the family
Star Air to expand regional air connectivity with an order for two Embraer E175 aircraft

I

n its effort to strengthen India’s
regional connectivity, Star Air,
the aviation vertical of Sanjay
Ghodawat Group, announced that
it has signed a Letter of Intent (LoI)
for two Embraer E175 aircraft with
Nordic Aviation Capital (NAC), the
largest Regional Aircraft Lessor
in the world. The announcement
was made during a press event
organised by Embraer at the
Farnborough International Airshow,

20

UK, in presence of senior officials
from Embraer and Star Air.
With unparalleled potential,
India’s regional sectors are one
of the fastest growing aviation
markets in the world. At Star Air, we
are striving to establish a fleet of
Embraer aircraft that will improve
regional connectivity. Offering the
right capacity at affordable fares,
we pledge to support the growing
demand across India as we prepare
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for the Ministry of Civil Aviation’s
plans to build 100 airports.
The E175, powered by General
Electric’s CF34-8E engines, has no
middle seats and provides best-inclass legroom with a comfortable
seating arrangement. With a flying
range of 2,200 nautical miles, Star
Air is set to fly longer, faster, and
smoother. Currently flying over 18
destinations across India, we are all
geared up to grow and expand our

regional presence.
“After witnessing a strong recovery
in air travel, we are excited to partner
with Embraer as we constantly seek
Connecting Real India and make travel
accessible, reliable, and affordable.
As one of the fastest-growing Indian
regional airlines, we are excited to
touch new horizons and explore the
skies with great vigour. The E175
aircraft will not only add flexibility and
efficiency to our network but will also

strengthen our customer relations as
we provide them with an unparalleled
flying experience.” said Shrenik
Ghodawat - Director, Star Air.
As part of the statement, Star Air
has also announced that pending the
signing of the lease agreement, it is
confident of starting 175 operations
by November 2022. Currently, Star Air
operates scheduled flights using its
five Embraer E145 to connect 18 Indian
destinations that include Ahmedabad,

Ajmer (Kishangarh), Bengaluru,
Belagavi, Delhi (Hindon), Hubballi,
Indore, Jodhpur, Kalaburagi, Mumbai,
Nashik, Surat, Tirupati, Jamnagar,
Hyderabad, Nagpur, Bhuj and Bidar.
For more information, please visit
www.starair.in You can also connect
with us on Facebook, Twitter, and
Instagram.
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In The Spotlight

Star Air celebrates
Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav
On the eve of Independence Day 2022, Star Air celebrated Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav,
marking the 75th year of India’s Independence, across its locations. This inclusive event saw
zestful participation from staff, crew, and customers alike.
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Know Your Crew

When flying
is passion
“I love flying, and my
job with Star Air is a
culmination of everything
that I like to do,” says
Captain Vivek Puttanna,
Star Air, in this interview,
wherein he talks about his
career, formerly with the
Indian Air Force, and now
with Star Air.
Tell us about yourself
I was born and brought up in
Bengaluru. During college, I was
a part of NCC, due to which I got
the chance to fly. It was during
this time that I became inclined
towards making a career in flying.
But it was expensive!
After college, I got a desk job
at a multinational company, and
I realised that working behind
a desk was not my cup of tea.
Eventually, I cleared the CDS
exam, and joined the Air Force.
Flying with the Air Force for
24 years, I was posted in several
locations. When I got posted in
Delhi, I was stuck behind a desk
again. That is when I thought of
leaving the Air Force.
After leaving, I worked towards
getting a commercial pilot’s
licence, and in September 2020,
I landed a job with Star Air. What

26
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drew me to this company was
that it had a relatively small setup, and hence, everyone knew
everyone else.
I get to do a lot of flying here
and I also get to go back home
after work every day.
What is an ideal day at work for
you like?
I wake up in the morning, do some
yoga, reach the airport, undergo
the necessary checks, and other
procedures to prepare for the flight.
Once the passengers are
settled, and we are through with
our preflight checks, we take off
and fly towards our destination.
At 10,000 ft, I relieve the cabin
crew and the passengers and
allow them to move around.
Before landing, I perform a check,
followed by an announcement,
regarding the landing.
Everything has to be done in a
systematic manner according to
our guidelines. The primary aim
here is the safety of everyone on
board.
You have an Air Force
background. What kind of
leadership qualities did you
acquire there and how have
they helped you in your work?
Leadership qualities acquired in
the armed forces are something
you take along wherever you are
going. You know the importance
of working as a team. You realise
that everyone is important, even
a person who cleans the aircraft
in the morning. So you talk to
him, greet him, and inquire how
he’s doing. It is just a gesture to
tell them that we acknowledge

their presence and that they too
matter. This way, you can keep the
morale high and it adds to what
the company stands for.
Any interesting experiences
while flying?
Once, while on approach to land
in Belagavi, the weather was
challenging, to say the least.
Realising that my passengers
would be jittery, I made a public

Leadership qualities
acquired in the armed
forces is something you
take along wherever
you are going. You
realise that everyone
is important, even a
person who cleans the
aircraft in the morning.
So you talk to him, greet
him, and inquire how
he’s doing. It is just a
gesture to tell them that
we acknowledge their
presence and that they
too matter.

during my time in the Air Force,
I have flown the Antonov An-32.
It is a roughly 40-seater, twinengine turboprop aircraft. This
military tactical transport aircraft
can be used for para trooping,
bombing, and para dropping
of food and other materials. It
played a great role during the Bhuj
earthquake, Kargil War, Operation
Parakram, and the Indian Ocean
tsunamis.
I have flown this aircraft for the
largest part of my career.
I am also a tactical instructor
in the employment of aerial
platforms in a war-like scenario
with my specialisation being
UAVs. I have about 3000 hrs on
Israeli UAVs and about 1500 hrs of
instructional experience on them.

announcement from the flight
deck assuring them of everyone’s
safety and that there was nothing
to worry about as it was just bad
weather creating the turbulence,
which we would overcome.

Your thoughts on Star Air as an
employer?
Star Air is learning and adopting
best possible practices from the
industry. The company will soon
get its unique identity as it is
always on a quest to improve itself.
Working with Star Air is a
generous mix of flying as well as
quality family time. At Star Air, we
realise that homefront plays an
important part in achieving laid
down larger goals and ensuring
safety. The older you get, the
more you realise the pricelessness
of the love and support of your
family, and it’s this factor that
adds a layer of confidence to your
overall state of being.

What other aircraft have you
flown?
I currently fly the Embraer ERJ145 for Star Air. Prior to that,

Your advice to budding pilots?
Work hard! There is no alternative
to it. It epitomises everything that
will take you towards your goals.
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A Torrential Affair

Bhandardara

Nature literally comes alive during the monsoons in Maharashtra, as the state gets
beautifully draped in various shades of green

Bhandardara is a picturesque
hill station situated in the lap of
the mighty Sahyadris. Situated
in Ahmednagar district, it is a
popular weekend destination
for nature lovers and trekking
enthusiasts, who come here
to ‘literally’ soak in the foamy
waters of its many waterfalls.

Text by ASHUTOSH GOTAD

M

onsoon
casts a
blissful spell
on the geography
of any region, and
Maharashtra, a land of
vivid, natural beauty
is no stranger to this.
As it showers over
the state, mountains,
waterfalls, rivers, and
lakes start teeming
with new life and
energy. Here are some
monsoon destinations
you could enjoy when
in this magical land…

Karnala Bird Sanctuary

Bhimashankar Wildlife Sanctuary
Bhimashankar Wildlife Sanctuary will dazzle any nature lover with its lush green
hills, dense forests, and gushing waterfalls. Located near Pune, this sanctuary
provides a mix of adventure and tranquillity.
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Situated on the outskirts of the state
capital, Mumbai, is Karnala Bird Sanctuary.
The Sanctuary is a bird-lover’s delight
as it is home to many species of
colourful avians. The Karnala fort sits
atop a mountain in the Sanctuary, and
is a medium-difficulty level trek for most
people. Be sure to take your DSLRs/
good quality camera phones, not just for
the birds and other wildlife, but also the
breathtaking scenery.

Amboli

Kalsubai

Those travelling to Konkan (or Goa) by road will swear by the
magical spell Amboli Ghat’s waterfalls cast over travellers who
happen to take this route. Tourists often stop by the majestic
Amboli waterfalls to get drenched in the gushing waters. There
are steps and railings that take you towards the top, which
makes for a breath-taking experience. Amboli Ghat is located
in the Sindhudurg district.

Kalsubai is the highest peak in Maharashtra with an elevation
of 1,646 mtrs above sea level. It lies in the Sahyadri mountain
range and is surrounded by Kalsubai Harishchandragad
Wildlife Sanctuary. It is replete with lush greenery, waterfalls,
and rich flora and fauna. Kalsubai has many easy-to-medium,
and difficult-to-extreme trekking trails that are popular with
mountaineering enthusiasts.
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Shrivardhan
Shrivardhan is a beachside village in Raigad district. Being relatively less
frequented by tourists, it boasts of a clean and pristine beach that stretches
for miles. The place also has many mountain trails that are becoming
popular with trekking enthusiasts.

Harihareshwar
Situated close
to Shrivardhan is
Harihareshwar, a
popular pilgrimage
town that is known
for its mix of rocky
and sandy beaches.
A unique feature of
this place, which is
frequented by tourists,
is ‘Ganesh Gully’, a
steep, narrow passage
between two cliffs, with
steps that go straight
down into the sea.

Tamhini Ghat
A mountain pass located
between Mulhshi and Tamhini
village, Tamhini Ghat is known
for its dense forests, scenic
falls, and serene lakes. Get
drenched in the natural shower
of its many waterfalls, or just go
trekking on its numerous trails.
There are also backwaters of
the Mulshi Dam, where one can
enjoy river rafting or just a good
swim.
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Matheran
Matheran is a picturesque hill station, located
at a short drive from Mumbai. The place has
a charm of its own, and is known for its many
points that provide panoramic views of the hills
and the valley that surround it. Its highlight is the
toy train that ferries travellers to the town centre,
while providing views of beautiful scenery on
either side. A unique feature of this place is that it
does not allow any kind of motorised vehicles in
order to protect its environment; so visitors can
either travel by the toy train, or leave their cars/
bikes half way at Dasturi Naka and walk all the
way up or travel on horseback.

Network Map

Delhi (Hindon)
Delhi (Hindon)

Ajmer
Ajmer (Kishangarh)
Jodhpur
Jodhpur

Bhuj

Ahmedabad

Jamnagar
Jamnagar

Indore
Indore

Surat
Surat

Mumbai
Mumbai

Nashik
Nashik

Kalaburagi
Kalaburagi

Nagpur
Nagpur
Bidar

Hyderabad
Hyderabad

Belagavi
Belagavi
Hubballi
Hubballi

Tirupati
Tirupati
Bengaluru
Bengaluru

Disclaimer: This map is only for depicting
Star Air’s flight routes, and may not
accurately represent the geographical
boundaries of the country/its territories.

Laugh Out Loud

What did the
beach say to
the sand?
Nothing much.
It just waved!

I thought I wanted an amazing career. Turns out I just
wanted a pay cheque to buy plane tickets.

On A Lighter Note
Add a dose of fun to your travel with jokes that are
guaranteed to tickle your funny bone.
What is a potato with all
the right angles called?
A square root!

Why are ghosts
vegans?
Because they are
super-natural!

Things a pilot never says
in a job interview: I’m
down-to-earth.
What do you get
when you cross
a magician in a
flight?
A flying sorcerer.

How to turn soup into gold?
Add 18 carrots to it!

Knock knock.
Who’s there?
Peas.
Peas who?
Peas to meet you.

Ironing boards are surf boards that ended up with
boring jobs. Don’t be an ironing board.
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What did Aladdin change his name to,
after he became vegan? Saladdin!

Puzzles

Complete the Bollywood film name
• Band

wood
Bolly z
Qui

• Chak De! 		

Baaraat

• Thugs of 		

• Love

• 		

• 		

Ki Bijlee Ka Mandola

Kal
Na Milegi Dobara

Solutions: Baaja, Hindostan, Matru, India, Aaj, Zindagi

Country Unscramble

U R ABA, L IZEBE, NOSATIE , PAL E N,
MAROI AN, NA PIS, BIAM Z A
Aruba, Belize, Estonia, Nepal, Romania, Spain, Zambia

Solutions:
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Meal Cart

Eat your

Shahi Shikanji
Unlike the traditional lemon shikanji, Indore’s shikanji is made using a blend
of reduced milk and buttermilk. The drink is laced with saffron and spices like
cardamom, mace, and nutmeg powder. The thick and creamy blend is further
spruced up with dry fruits.

way through

Indore

Indore—the ‘street food capital of India’, merges
history, culture, nature, and food to create a
potpourri of unforgettable experiences.

Khopra Patties

Kulfi Faluda
The King of Faluda—kulfi faluda—is one of Indore’s
most famous desserts. Vermicelli, milk, rose
syrup, sweet basil seeds, pieces of jelly, a pinch of
cardamom, and crushed pistachios and almonds
are sprinkled over the kulfi. The kulfi faluda is then
dressed with rabdi, or vanilla ice cream.

The streets of Indore are dotted with delicacies
galore. If you’re looking forward to having a great
time with your friends and family while biting into
lip-smacking street food, Indore is the place to be,
for every street has something delectable to offer.

Jalebi Poha
Flattened rice is seasoned with turmeric,
salt, sugar, red chilli powder, and a special
spice blend called jeeravan masala (made
using over 20 carefully chosen spices). This
mixture is layered with onions, tomatoes,
and coriander leaves. The garnishing of
peanuts, boondi, pomegranate arils, and
sev adds a variety of textures to it. While
piping hot, crispy and gooey jalebis lend
the spicy dish a burst of sweetness.

Mashed potatoes are
combined with corn
flour, salt and pepper
and made into balls. A
delightful medley of dried
herbs, desiccated coconut,
mango powder, raisins, and
nuts are filled in the centre. The
pillowy-soft stuffing and crispy exterior texture make
this the perfect snack on a rainy evening.

Text by NIMMI MATHAI

Gajak

Dahi Badas

Bhutte ka kees
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Baflas are prepared
using wheat flour,
maize flour, semolina,
curd, cumin seeds,
turmeric, and salt
and cooked in ghee
after being boiled
and baked. Crush
the bafla and mix
it with flavourful dal,
before dunking it into a zesty coriander-mint chutney and tangy
mango pickle for an enhanced flavour.

Garadu Chaat

Appease your sweet tooth with the aromatic and
flavourful Gajak. Roasted sesame seeds are ground
and combined with jaggery, peanuts, cardamom, and
cinnamon, which form its base. The mixture is levelled into
thin layers and cut into squares. Due to its flaky texture
and rich flavour, the Gajak simply melts in your mouth.

Grated corn is simmered in milk and peppered with mustard
seeds, cumin seeds, curry leaves, and green chillies. Coconut
flakes lend their soothing flavour, while toasted peanuts add a
bit of crunch, and a drizzle of lemon adds a touch of tangy to
the rich, sweet, and creamy bhutte ka kees.

Dal Bafla

Deep-fried moong dal balls are
served with beaten and
sweetened curd. The dahi
badas are wrapped in the
essence of the sweetand-sour tamarind
chutney, spicy coriander
chutney, chaat masala,
salt, red chilli powder, and
roasted cumin seeds, which
add flavour and zing to the dish.

Another speciality of Indore is the garadu
(yam) chaat. Diced garadu is
fried and garnished with
red chilli powder, cumin
powder, chaat masala,
and a special jiralu
masala, which is a
blend of mango,
pepper, ginger,
cinnamon, and
salt. Lastly, lots
of lemon juice
is squeezed
over it to
add a hint of
tanginess.
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Jetsetter

Shoot-ing for the Stars
Featuring some of the best and coolest photos of our constellation from social media.
@aircraftography

@kadamanshul

@plane_spotter_nagpur

@vimanspotter

@photochetan

@mumbaiplanes
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@aniketpednekarr

Tech Tonic

COMBOS

₹250

₹220

Potato Chips + Heavy
Meal + Frustar / Fizzinga

Potato Chips + Light
Meal + Frustar / Fizzinga

TEMPTATIONS

₹150

₹150

₹150

₹200

Salted Almonds

Caramel Cashewnuts

Salted Cashewnuts

Cup Noodles

₹220

Light Meal + Hot
Beverage

SNACK FOOD

₹170

₹270

Light Meal + Frustar /
Fizzinga

Heavy Meal + Hot
Beverage

₹50

₹30

₹220

Heavy Meal + Frustar /
Fizzinga
Conez Tangy Tomato /
Tikka Masala

Thinz Salted / Chilli

Potato Chips Salted / Masala
/ Cream & Onion

BEVERAGE
LIGHT MEAL

HEAVY MEAL

₹150

₹200

₹150
₹200
₹100
₹50

₹30

Rava Upma

Dal Chawal

Vegetable Poha

* All menu items are subject to availability
www.starair.in
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Hot Beverages

Vegetable Biryani

* All menu items are subject to availability
www.starair.in
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